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Root Cause Analysis 

 
Event:  Windows Internet Explorer 8 inadvertently deployed at UAF and Statewide Domains 
 
Summary: 
 
On Friday, January 15th, during the routine application of operating system and application 
patches, Windows Internet Explorer 8 (IE8) was inadvertently advertised and subsequently 
installed on UAF and SW domain machines.  
 
Detail: 
 
Approving updates on the Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) is a manual process.  The 
updates are automatically downloaded from Microsoft and await approval from an administrator.  
OIT Desktop Support is responsible for approving updates to UAF and SW domain workstations. 
 
Periodically, Microsoft will re-bundle their software to include the latest patches and service 
packs.  The new one will show up as an ‘unapproved update’ even if you’ve previously declined 
it, and you’ll have to decline it again.  On January 15th, OIT Desktop Support did not catch the 
updated Internet Explorer 8 and approved it for installation. 
 
Saturday morning, January 16th, OIT Desktop Support received a call from a customer, and 
realized that approximately 800 computers had already installed the IE8 application.  We took 
immediate action and decided on two courses of action to mitigate the effects to Banner users at 
UAF.  

1. OIT Desktop Support notified OIT Support Center of the situation in the event that 
users called with Banner/IE8 issues. 

2. We pushed the file (JVM.dll) that allows Banner to operate with Internet Explorer 8.  
This fix was tested and validated by UAA and is currently employed at UAA and 
UAS, but remains unimplemented here at UAF and Statewide.  We deployed this file 
to all machines that had Jinitiator_1.3.1.30 

3. We built a script to uninstall Internet Explorer 8.  We’ve tested it, and could deploy it 
to everyone, forcing a reboot. 

 
After talking with a major Banner developer and tester, we decided that the best course of action 
would be to encourage people to use the ‘Banner Fix’ (jvm.dll).  If the customer found that the 
workaround did not work or meet their needs, we would uninstall IE8.  OIT Desktop Support 
pushed an outage notice to the OIT Support Center as well as the technical fix to the Tech-L list. 
 
 
 
 



Future Prevention: 
 
There is no automated feature to scan incoming updates, nor is there a suitable offline process 
which would allow for a multi-level approval process.  Critical scrutiny of windows updates prior 
to dissemination will continue as the primary preventive measure. 


